Alluring

By: Penny Ward

Supplies:

Penny Black:  Vintage Postcard, Alluring Arrangement, Bookmark, Antique Frame
Crayola: Twistable Crayons
Imagine:  VersaFine Onyx Black ink
Spectrum Noir:  Harmony inkpad Parakeet
Crafter’s Companion: Gemini
Sponge dauber
Sweet Petunia:  Misti tool

Directions:

1. Stamp **Alluring** image on desired page using a Misti tool and Black ink.
2. Stamp **Vintage Postcard** in same manner as desired.
3. Color image with Crayola Twistables.
4. Die cut largest of **Antique Fame** from scrap cardstock. Use as a mask to go around your page inking with Parakeet and a sponge dauber.
5. Stamp Alluring image on White cardstock. Color as desired, then die cut with Bookmark.
6. Ink edges with Parakeet and a sponge dauber.
7. Add string, yarn or ribbon.